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but irs conlributors illclulkd all the Icarncd classic:!! scholars of France.
can remember the date of the editiori that I saw was 1920.

I do not propose to argue the various points raised by Sir R. Burn, a very distin
guished member of my own service. The ideas arc not mine; I can -only refer him to
the Dictionn:lire. If, however, he believes that the Romans h:Jd some system of
multiplication other than that of the Mensa Pythagorea-e.g. :
M
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I should be very grateful, indeed, if he would let me know what it is either privately
or through the medium of your widely read paper.
CHARLES A. KINCAID.

Sm,
May I make one small correction to the interesting and sympathetic article on
Persia by Mr. Goulding (" War of Ideas in Iran ") in the January issue of me ASIATIC
REVIEW? Actually the Persians who figured in the incident when they were mistaken
for members of the Russian Dynamo Team were not the Education Delegates, but
members of the Persian Press Delegation who visited this country last autumn :is
guests of the M.O'!. The incident took place at Cardiff, and they had gone there,
not in fact to see a football match at all, but to visit the city under the auspices of the
British Council. Otherwise this amusing little story is quite correct. And the
member of the Deleg~tion who claimed that while Russia was pre-eminent at football,
Iran was at poetry, is himself a notable modern poet in their country, Mr. Sadiq
Sarmad, editor of Sadayi Iran.
H. D. GRAVES LAW,
Middle East DiviJion, Ministry of Informati01~ ..

The views expressed in these pages must be taken as those of the individual
contributors. THE ASIATIC REVIEW does not IlOld itself responsible for them.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE EAST INDIA
ASSOCIATION

THE INDIAN PROBLEM IN SOUTH AFRICA

By

ASHWIN CHOUDREE, B.A.

(South African Indian Congress Delegation to Great Britain)

AT the outset let me wholeheartedly express my profound sense of gratitude to the
East India Association for this opportunity it has accorded me on behalf of the South
African Indian Congress Delegation to deal with proposals, which not only affect the
rights of my people in South Africa, but also threaten to create antagonism between
India and South Africa, and which will sow seeds of discord and ill-will between the
Asiatic and European peoples of the world.
.
South Africa cannot and must not be allowed to disregard the great lesson which
mankind has learnt lrom the huge conflagration and chaos from which the world
is beginning to emerge. Though her own sacrifices have not been inconsiderable,
situated as she has been geographically distant from the actual theatres of war, she
may not have sufficiently realized how near extinction were the freedoms we hold
dear. The destruction of Nazism and its concomitant evils will not be complete so
long as mankind allows the root ideas that gave birth to its doctrines to remain alive
anywhere in the world, no matter how dimly their flames appear to burn at the
moment.
.
Could all be well in South Africa, as she would like to believe, when barely
a month ago her Deputy Prime Minister, the Hon. J. H. Hofmeyr, speaking as
Chancellor of the Witwatersrand University, at the graduation ceremony, found it
necessary to observe: " The plain truth, whether we like it or not, is that the dominant
mentality .is a Herrenvolk me::ltality-the essential feature of our problems is to be found
in that fact; the true solution of those problems must be sought in the changing of
that mentality"? Referring to the material loss and the loss of international goodwill
and esteem that South Africa as a consequence suffered, he stated: " We cannot hide
·our prejudices in a cupboard from inspection by others; our chief loss is a moral
loss, as long as we continue to apply a dUJI standard in South Africa, to determine
our attitudes towards, and our relationships with, European and non-European on
different ethical bases; to ass.ig.:1 to Christian doctrine a significance which varies '
with the colour of men's skins; we suffer as a nation from what Plato would have
called the lie in the soul, and the curse of the Iscariot may yet be our bte for our
betrayal of the Christian doctrine, which we profess." It was a mockery, he said, to
talk of themselves as a free people while they were a nation to so large :m extent
the slaves of prejudice; "while we allow our sense of dislike of colour of some Ci£
our fellow-South Africans to stand in the way of dealing fairly with them,and while
we let ourselves become victims of the anti-Semitic doctrines which were a most
important part of the Nazi ideology we fought to destroy."
In such an atmosphere and with such an attitude of mind dominating the scene
VOL. XLlI.
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the Asiatic LallJ Tenure :Inu Indian Representation Bill. This legislation has been
totally cOllJemncd by lhe InJian cOlillllUnity of Snutll Africa, anJ has met wi to the
str~nge~ t opposition frolll ~he p~opl? auJ Governmento[ InJia. It is being imposeJ
:lrb'tranly upon a substantIal Il1UIOJ'lty of the population, who nrc voteless :Ind with
out :lny representation whatsoever; yet there are people who try :l1IJ read into it
benefits for the Indians.
"
INDIAN IMMIGRATION

Before dealing with the present crisis, I wish to trace our historical background
in the country. Eighty-five per cent. of the present Indian population is South African
born. W e k~o~ no other. home. We form a permanent part of the population.
The vast majority of us, like myself, are descendants of indentured Indian immi
grants who were first invited to South Africa in tho year 1860. We are not :In
alien people, nor foreigners who imposed themselves upon the country; nor are we
intruders. Our forefathers were induced to ,come by the prospects that the country
held out to them. When their term of indenture expired they were even given
free grants of Crown lands as an encouragement t(1 remain and not to return to
India. By their labours and the sweat of their brow they contributed in no small
measure to make Natal the Garden Colony of South Africa, which she so proudly
claims to be. Two hundred and ten thousand of us reside in Natal, and comprise
some nine-tenths of the whole Indian population of South Africa.
~ir Liege ~ul~tt, whose firm :oday is the backbone of th~ sugar ind,;!stry of South
Africa, speakIng In the Old LegIslative Assembly of Natal In 1906, saId ' of our for
bears: "The condition of the colony before the importation of Indian labour was
one of gloom, it was one that then, and there threatened to extinguish ~he vitality of
the country, and it was only by the Government assisting the importation of labour
that the country began at once to thrive. The coast had been turned into one of the
most prosperous parts of South Africa. They could not find in the whole of the
Cape and Transvaal what could be found in the coast of Natal-10,000 acres of
land in one plot and in one crop-and that was entirely due to the importation of
Indians . Durban was absolutely built on the Indian population."
Indians continued to enjoy the franchise as long as Natal was a Crown Colony
under the jurisdiction' of the British Government. The Natal Colonial Government
tried to deprive us of this right, but the Home Government would not agree, and
the exclusion of the Indians from the voters' roll was not carried through until 1896,
after Natal had achieved responsible government. Restrictive immigration based on
educational qualifications continued until 1913, when, to allay European fears of
being outnumbered by Indians and with the consent of the Indians in South Africa,
further immigration from India was prohibited by the passage of the Immigration
Restriction Act, 1913. Our community reasonably assumed that the pass:lge of this
legislation would allay the fears of the British in Natal. That General Smuts was
of the same opinion. is shown by his statement at the Imperial Conference in 1917:
"I fee! sure-I have always felt sure-that once the whole community in South
Africa W:lS rid of the fear that they were going to be flooded 'by unlimited immigra
tion from India, all the other questions would be considered subsidiary and become
easily and perfectly soluble." It is tragic to find that instead of tr.eating us as fellow
citizens who still could contnbute to the welfare and prosperity or the country,
Europeans agitated against our existing trading rights and raised the question d
our land ownership, with the result that in 1920 the Government appointed a Com
mission or Enquiry, presided over by Justice J. H. Lange. This Commission recom
mended that" there shall be no compulsory segregation of Indians." It also inci
dentally said.: .. We found ourselves whollX unable to ~uppo:t the policy .of re
prcssion which W:lS advocated by some witnesses. Indlscnmlnate segregation "f
Asiatics in localities and similar restrictive measures would result, and eventually
reduce them to a state of helotry. Such measures, apart from their injustice and
inhumanity, would degrade the Asiatic and react upon the Europeans."

~l
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THE CAPETOWN AGREEMENT

In 1925 yet another attempt to impose compulsory segregation upon the Indian
was made. Dr. Malan, the then Minister of the Interior, introduced the Areas
Reservation Bill. Strenuous opposition from the Indians in South Africa and the
Government and people of India led to a Round-Table Conference between the repre
sentatives of the two Governments. As a result, a gentlemen's agreement, known
as the Capetown Agreement, was reached, and the Bill was withdrawn. The salient
features of the agreement were:
(1) The Union Government firmly believe in and adhere to the principle that it
is the duty of every civilized Government to devise ways and means and to take all
possible steps for the uplifting of every section of their permanerrt population to the
full extent of their capacity and opportunities, and accept the view that in the pro
vision of educational and other facilities the considerable number of Indians who
will remain part of the permanent popl.llation should not be allowed to lag behind
other sections of the people.
(2) Indians should conform to Western standards of living.
(3) The principle of equal pay for equal work was accepted.
(4) The voluntary scheme of repatriation to India was improved upon. Bonuses
were increased as an inducement to leave.
The late Right Hon. Srinivasa Sastri, P.C., C.H., came out to South Africa as the
first Agent-General of the Government of India to assist in the working of tne
agreement. The Indians in South Africa looked upon this agreement as their Magna
Carta. Though it fell short of their complete rights it did set the trend for har
mony and goodwill, and gave them security of tenure and encouragement to better
their social and economic position. The irony of the situation becomes obvious when
you consider that since 1927 the Indian has continued to fulfil his part of the
Capetown Agreement and by self-help has improved his economic standards of life
so much that the Europeans of Natal who formerly complained of the danger of
our low standard of living now object to our buying of residences. Previously the
Indian was accused of living on the smel1 of an oil rag, residing on top of his shop,
and sending his money·to India ; now when he does buy a house in a decent locality
and invests his money in South Africa he is accused of penetration and becoming an
economic danger. The European is trying to have it both ways. He stands self
condemned.
INDIAN EDUCATION

¥lith a deep sense of responsibility in the duty cast upon us to live up to Western
standards, we made ·a concerted attempt to raise our standard of education. Mr.
·()astri launched an appeal for funds for the erection of a large secondary school in
. Durban. The Indian commuility responded by raising £13,000 for the Sastri Col1ege,
which was built and handed over to Government control. Indian education made
appreciable strides, and soon large numbers of matriculated students sought univer
sity education.
_ Whilst the Capetown and the Witwatersrand Universities admit a smal1 per
centage of non-Europeans, the Natal University College continues to bar the admis
sion of Indians and other ilon-Europeans to the college. As a result of the great
demand for university education by the Indian and other non-Europeans in Natal,
and through the able efforts of Mrs. Mabel Palmer, the Natal College authorities
have since I936 carried on separate non-European classes, which are conducted at
the Sastri College, on a part-time basis. The students today number nearly 200,
including stuclents who pursue studies in arts, economics and other subjects. The
Indian community today has a growing ilumber of professionals, both 1TIedical and
legal. some having qualified in London or Edinburgh. Over fifty Indians are engaged
in medical courses at the Cape and Witwatersrand Universities. This, despite the
restrictiom placed in his way, is indicative of the general desire of the Indian to
better his position and conform to Western standards. Yet the colour bar continues
to exercise its vicious influence, and even holds sway in seats of learning. Could
there be any more glaring contradiction in.thc sense of human values? The Indian
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slllcicllt ,~trlJgglcs alollg, overcoming :IS uest: he C:l1l these formi<.bblc' ObSL:lclcs Lhat
bcsc~ his path :ll~d reaches Ollt, 'ycarning for higher fields in illtcllcctual pursuits;
battlIng his W:ly In wh:lt I. may nghtly describe :IS the backyard of the university.
As for primary educ:ltlon there are still nearly 30,000 Indian children in Natal
without schooling for want of accommod:ltion. There is no compulsory education
for IndJ<lns. By:l graded system recently introduced Indian children up to Stan
d:lrd VI will by 1949 .receive fr~e educ:ltion, but no free books. The majority of the
schools have been bUilt by Indians. They are known as State-aided. Up to a few
months ago Indians have had to find two-thirds of the money for the buildings and
equipment, the balance of one-third being provided by the Natal Provincial Govern
ment, which now provides 50 per cent. The salaries of teachers are paid by the
Provincial Government.
FRANCHISE ANOMALIES

•

Indians who number 15,000 in the Cape Province enjoy voting rights-parlia
mentary, provincial and municipal-and are on the same roll as the Europeans. Here
the old British liberal tradition still prevails in some measure, and those who have
rights there are allowed to live in full freedom. There are two Indian municipal
councillors, one at Capetown and one at Port Elizabeth. In the Transvaal India!ls
have never at any time enjoyed th.e vote. In Natal the parliamentary franchise was
taken away in 1896 and the municipal franchise in 1924. . In the Free State, where
there are only thirty Indians, our people never obtained voting rights. The franchise
provisions of the present Bill are no compensation whatsoever for the deprivatbn
of the voting rights that the Indian community have enjoyed on thec9mmon roll.
It is communal, a form of representation that the Indians have always opposed, and
is humiliating in the extreme when you find that three Europeans will have to be
chosen by the Indians to speak for them in Parliament. This is only adding insult
to injury.
Some of those who are unacquainted with our difficulties may ask why there is such
disparity of numbers of Indians in the four respective Provinces of South Africa? All
I can say is that South. Africa is full of inconsistencies. Provincial barriers have been
erected against the free movement of Indians from one Province to another for
residential and trading purposes. Not only is our population concentrated in this
fixed and peculiar way by compulsion, but it has different laws in different Provinces.
As you will have observed, the Indian living in Capetown has the vote; an Indian
living in Johannesburg or in Durban or in the Free State has no vote. An Indian
living in Capetown can travel in a bus and take any seat he likes; an Indian in
Durban can travel in a bus but is limited to the three rear seats. In none of the
Provinces is he admitted to any of the cinemas or cafes run by Europeans.
THE TRENDS OF POLlCY

Agitation against the Indian flares up periodically. We are especially subject to
these visitations during election times. There is a steady unchecked anti-Indian atti
tude among the two European peoples in South Africa, which rises at times to fever
heat.· When some abatement is visible and a better atmosphere prevails, some
political aspirants put fuel on. the s~ouldering fire .and relentlessly ar?use the. pas
sions that had seemed to be disappearing. It occurs 1I) good as well as 111 bad times.
Political aspirants to, Parliament or to local councils invariably place the segregation
of the Indian high on their programmes. To be an anti-Indian is almost a qualifica
tion for success in any election. I regret to say that the most virulent anti-Indi~n~
are to be found in the Dominion Party, led by Colonel Stallard, who presumably
stands in South Africa for all that is best in the British way of life.
There are two fixed points which have persisted in the last forty years in South
African policy towards' Indians. The one is to repatriate the Indian; the other is LO
segregate him politically, socially and economically. The policy of repatriation has
been found to be mechanic:llly impossible and economically undesirable from the
European point of view. The economy of SOllth Africa is such that were the Indian
repatriated to India forcibly such a~ action ~ould ~r~c.ipitate the. bankrupt~y of hun
dr.eds PI Europeans. Its 1l1hum:ll11ty and Its pOSSibilIty of achievement IS another
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:;pproxill1atdy in SOllth Afri,a sixty-three laws which limit the movement o[ Indians,

- residentially and socially; , restrict their professional opportunities and curb their
legitimate trading rights throughout the country. Some of these are stupid and petty,
but all of them are based on an unreasonable and unfounded fear of Indian com
petition in labour, commerce and the professions.
PEGGING ACT, 1943
1943 witnessed yet another wave of agitation against the Indian, chiefly in Durban,
directed against his inherent right to ownership and occupation of property. Parts of
the city which Indians voluntarily inhabited suffered wanton neglect, lacked ameni
ties and bec<lme overcrowded and congested. Exhaustive reports of eminent Govern
ment commissions of enquiry commented upon these deplorable and appalling con
ditions. The Municipality of Durban made scarcely any of its unalienated lands
available for Indian purchase and residence. The outlook of the middle-class Indian
family improved in great measure and conformed to Western standards. His children
married and sought new homes. The municipality turned a deaf ear, and when
they did put up land for public auction they inserted restrictive anti-Asiatic clauses.
For Europeans, select areas were developed and offered; lighting in streets and other'
amenities were readily available. These new areas attracted Europeans who lived
in close proximity to Indian parts of the city. They readily sold their properties at
high prices to Indians in these contiguous parts and migrated to better areas. These
purchases by Indians of thirty- and forty-year-old houses, some in a dilapidated state,
gave European politicians an opportunity to ' start the bogey and the hue and cry
of Indian penetration. The convenient, word "penetration" was played upon
ingenuously.
The result was the Pegging Act, 1943, the first major inroad into the fundamental
rights of ownership and occupation anywhere he pleases, which the Indian hitherto
enjoyed. It prohibited property transactions between Asiatics and Europeans, and
occupation of houses by the respective groups unless previously occupied by a member
of a similar race. Only a permit from the Minister could legalize such a transaction
or occupation. How rigid its appiication was can be illustrated by the fact that my
colleague, Mr. P. R. Pather, was arrested and charged in respect of the occupation
of his ovm property, in the title deeds of which there were no such restrictions. He
was sentenced to pay a fine or serve two months' imprisonment with hard labour.
He chose the latter course and went to jail to expose the iniquity of this obnoxious
law against our people. Whilst Me Pather was in gaol his wife and children were
forcibly ejected from their own home and put on the streets. The Indian was now
completely pegged. Though the la"v ;"vas 'applicable to the whole of Natal it was
made operative in Durban only.
THE LAND TENURE ..,ND REPRE.SENTATION BILL

The Pegging Act lapsed bv efHuxion of time on March 31, 1946. It is now being
replaced b.y the present legislation. which r.pplics to the whole of the Province< I)f
the Transvaal and Natal. A cursory glance at its provisions reveals that it is nothing
less than compulsory segregation of Indians on a wider and more comprehensive
hasis. Henceforth the Indian for the first time in his eighty-six years of residence in
South Africa will be permanently confined to defined, demarcated and segregated
areas. The rest of Natal and the Transvaal, even its wide open spaces, become the
special preserve of the European-not of the English and Dutch only but of its
German, ItaLian and other European sections. The Jew, the Syrian and the Cape
Malay are excluded from the definition of the term Asiatic. It applies mainly to the
Indian and the small Chinese population. What a tribute is thus paid by South
Africa to India and China for the heroic part they played in the defence of human
liberty and freedom! Of the other human indignities that this law heaps upon my
'people I have not the time to speak in detail. In respect to them I will quote the
words of the eminent Indian statesman who died last month, Mr. Sastri: "This
problem must be made known to the United Nations Organization and its interven
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tioll in the llllcstioll invoked. Tbe effect or this new Icgislation l)cf~re the Union ·
Govcrnment will be to segregate Indians as to location, purchase and residence, lead
ing to their ruination. Indians there would rather prefer honourable suicide than
an ignominious surrender." I take this opportunity on behalf of the South African
Indian community to pay tribute to a great son of India, who had devoted almost his
whole life to the cause of India's freedom and the bettcrment of her children
overseas.
Mahatma Gandhi has described the measure as containing the seeds of war in
the future. The very existence of the United Nations assumes that no nation
member can have the exclusive right to dictate a policy within its own borders which
jeopardizes and threatens the peace of any association of members as a whole.
By its actions now and its actions in the past South Africa has placed itself in an
extremely unenviable position. Its policy is persuading India to consider the possi
bility of contracting out of the British Commonwealth of Nations. It is not un
reasonable to ask whether South Africa can rightly and properly claim the incor
poration of the mandated territory of South-West Africa in the light of its treatment
of minorities.
I rejoice to know that here in London there are men who have concern for the
way in which small communities under the Commonwealth flag live and have their
being. This city, Mr. Churchill said in its darkest days of the war, is the great
repository of freedom enshriningthe title deeds of human progress. It is the greatest
city of the Commonwealth, and to it the smaller peoples of the Commonwealth look
for encouragement and hope. I believe that, having heard of the grievances of
Indians in South Africa, you will sympathize and bear with my people., a dispossessed
community, even as you have borne with my inadequate presentation of their case.
W.hat we ask is that we shall not be the victims of legislative compulsions without a
YOlCe.

DISCUSSION ON THE FOREGOING PAPER
AT a meeting of the Association held at the rooms of the Royal Society, Burlington
House, Piccadilly, W., on Friday, May 10, Mr. ASHWIN CHOUDREE, B.A., leader of the
South African Indian Congress Delegation to Great Britain, read a paper on "The
Indian Problem in South Africa." Sir STANLEY REED, K.B.E., M.P., presided.
After the reading of the paper,
Mr. H. S. L. POLAK said he had listened with very great appreciation to what he
regarded, from his forty years' experience of the South African-Indian situation, as a
very moderate statement. He spent a number of his earlier years in South Africa
dealing with that question, and later, when he returned to England, had passed a
great deal of his active career in keeping the facts before the British public. When
he first went to India in 1909 on that very South African question Sir Stanley Reed
was one of the people who gave him a great deal of cncouragement, and apparently
he still encouraged those who represented that point of view.
He had emphasized the moderation with which Mr. Choudree had spoken. It
was necessary to be moderate, but it was also necessary to be frank. The history
of the Indian community in South Africa had been the very unhappy one of a long
series of breaches of faah, breaches of pledges, breaches of understandings. The
Transva:11 Indian disabilities were regarded by the British Government in 1899 as
one of the causes of ,the Boer War, and he recalled that Mr. Gandhi had asked him
to join in the efforts to get those disabilities removed after the Boer War. They
were left on the Statute Book, however, instead of being removed before complete
self-government was given to the Transvaal.
He recalled, too, how the passive resistance struggle with which Gandhi's name
was so closely associated from 1907 to 1914 was brought about by another breach
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struggle was renewed in 19°1) it was :.lS a result of another broken pledge made:1l ). 7
the course of a " gentlemen's agreement." Moreover, after the visit to South Africa
of the late Mr. Gokhale, when he obtained a promise that the £3 tax upon ex-inden
tured Indians in Natal should be abolished, that pledge was also broken, and it
brought about a further resumption of the passive resistance struggle. Many thir!gs
of that kind had happened since.
.
General Smuts, at the Imperial War Conference of 191], the first occasion whell
India was directly represented at an Imperial Conference, said:
.. That is the position in which we now are: that the fear wb.ich formerly
obsessed the setders there has been removed. The great principle of restricting
immigration for which they havo contended is on our Statute Book, with the con
sent of the Indian population in South Africa and the Indian authorities in India;
and, that being so, I think that the door is open now to a peaceful and statesman
like solution of all the minor administrative troubles which occur, and will occur,
from time to time. Of course, the main improvement has been the calling of India
to the Council Chamber of the Empire . .Each year if any question proves difficult of
treatment we can discuss it in a friendly way and try to find in consultation a solu
tion, and I am sure we shall ever find it_ I, for one, do not consider that amongst
the multitudinous problems that confront us in our country the question of India
will trouble us much in the future."
Every statement there had been contradicted by events, and when Field-Marshal
Smuts was invited recently to agree to a Round-Table Conference to deal with those
matters, he refused. Mr. Choudree had related how first of all the political franchise
in Natal was taken away in 1896, and how later on the Natal municipal franchise
was taken away in 1924. Sir George Napier, the then Governor of the Cape Colony,
in a Proclamation dated May, 1843, issued as a preliminary to the annexation of
Natal, said: .. There shall not be, in the eye of the law, any distinction or dis
qualification whatever founded on the mere distinction of colour . . . but the pro
tection of the law, in letter and in substance, shall be extended impartially to all
alike." Look how that had not been done I
From the very beginning the Government of India, under whichever Viceroy it was,
had strongiy si.lpported Indian opinion in SO"Jth Africa and India on that question.
When the Transvaal wanted to have more-not fewer-Indians in the country in the
early nineteen-hundreds, after the Boer War, in order to run the Transvaal gold
mines, and applied to the Government of India to agree to send some more out under
indenture, Lord Curzon said, «No, unles~ you are willing to give them equal rights."
As that was not agreed to they were not sent. Again, it was Lord Minto who
refused to allow further indentured labour to go to Natal in 1910 unless the Govern
ment agreed that the Indians were to get equal rights and equal treatment. As they
would not the matter ended, and indentured labour generally throughout the British
territories was put an end to ten years later. Again and again and again it would
be found that the Government of India and the Indian leaders and people had been
at one on this question.
Great Britain could not afford that that kind of thing should go on. Those
present in the audience were voters in this country, and had something to say to
their M~mbers 0.£ Parliament and Ministers. It was not that those Ministers could
directly interfere constitutionally. but there were things that could and must be said,
things that could and must be done, if necessary behind the scenes, in responsible
quarters, in private conversations and in many other ways. The Press should not
close their columns to what had been going on ·in that matter. It had been going
on much to-o long. Letter after letter had been sent to prominent papers in this
country, but had been left out with priority for other things. The attitude of
400 millions in India and 450 millions more in China was not considered important
enough. Those present must protest against that attitude. The time had come for
them to sa)' what they really felt and what they really thought.

Rev. PITT BONAR]!!!! paid a tribute to tbe moderation and clarity with which Mr.
Choudree bad presented his case, and said that though he had not· been to South
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Brit:Jill to 1I1lJerstand InJia. Withi'n the last three years he wrote a little pamphlet
c<1!lcd Tile 11Idian Problem i~ SOllt11 /~t/"im, in which he ueah with the question 'as
fatrly as he could, and he (lId not think Mr. Choudree would disagree with any
thing said there.
No politicians could get rid of race prejudices. He had sent dozens of his
pamphlets to churches in South Africa, and the Secretary of the Congregational
Unon in South Africa had written back and said that the churches there would take
the matter up. If race prejudices were to be removed in ,South Africa the Christian
churches must take the lead. Mere political squabbling on the matter would not get
them very far. If the Christian churches in Great Britain would deal with the
matter, as he had been assured they were trying to deal with it, then somethincr
would have been done towards the elimination of race prejudices.
b
There had been some correspondence. Bishop Ferguson-Davie had written to one
of the Durban papers about the matter, and this showed that there was something
being done by the churches for the elimination of race prejudices. A chaplain to the
South African troops had assured him (Mr. Bonarjee) that there were hundreds of
English people who really disapproved of the attitude of many other Europeans in
that regard . It would not be right to say that every European in South Africa was
biased by colour. There were quite a number of English people, and maybe even
of Dutch people, who had real sympathy with Indian aspirations.
The question was, how to achieve those aspirations. Field-Marshal Smuts was
right when he said that patience was needed. Patience was a virtue, and a very
difficult one; but if they kept on steadily and patiently presenting the right view and
the Christian view here and in South Africa race prejudices would ultimately dis
appear. There had been very substantial progress in ~e Indian community since
they went to South Africa in 1860. The condition of the Indian population in Natal
today was very much higher than it was in 1860, and, with patience and perseverance,
further advances would be made and the undoubted wrongs set right.
But there needed to be, on all sides, goodwill and mutual understanding, the
desire to see one another's point of view, the desire to make concessions and not to
be intolerant. Rights were all right sometimes; but duties were Dobler ,things than
rights. There were rights which the Indian in South Africa ought to have and,
please God, would have; but meanwhile there were certain duties, and they were
simply that, with patience, tolerance and goodwill, we should try to get to under
stand ,each other. When they looked at it not merely as a matter of right but as a
matter of duty, they found that their du~y was something far greater than their
right. Their duty was to do all they could to bring about mutual goodwill and
understanding, and that was what he, for one, had been striving to do in India as
well as in South Africa.

Mr. P. R. PATHER expressed his own and Mr. Choudree's gratitude for the
speech made by Mr. Polak, who had been for a considerable number of years in South
Africa, fighting, with Mr. Gandhi, the cause of the Indian community. Mr. Polak's
statement that the question was one of a series of broken promises, pledges and
guarantees was the truth.
With regard to anti-Indian legislation, the British Government was just as much
culpable as Field-Marshal Smuts and his Government. He said that advisedly,
because in 1910, when the Convention was being held at Durban, a fear obsessed
the minds of the Indian community in Natal, who thought that the introduction of
the laws of the Transvaal and Orange Free State into the Indian statutes would add
fuel to the fire. With a view to allaying that fear, Section 147 was introduced into
the statute. This gave them a sort of strength to say that the rights of the Indian
community in Natal and other Provinces would be maintained and not disturbed.
But in actual operation Section 147 of the Act was without benefit to that community.
One would have expected that the British Government at that time would have seen
to it that Indian rights were protected to the fullest extent.
Prior to 1910, whenever there was a crisis in Natal it was the British Govern
ment who took up the cudgels on behalf of the Indian community. In 1909 there
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law stateJ that in ten years ' time every licence lIdJ by Inuians was to be cancdk:d ;u, 'I

anu compensation given, and that from 1909 onwards no licence was to be issued to
an Indian. The Colonial Secretary wrote to the responsible Government of Natal at
that time:
" Your Ministers will recognize that even if, for the moment, account is not t:lken
of questions of relations between H.M. Government and the Indian Empire, the
position of H.M. Government with regard to Indians in Natal is one of peculiar
responsibility. The grant of self-government to the Colony was not made until
1893, and many of the Indians now within its borders were introduced before that
date, whilst the Colony was still administered under the direct authority of the
Crown. The principle followed by H.M. Government in dealing with the recent
Asiatic legislation in the Transvaal has been to defer with reluctance. to the feeling
in favour of excluding further Asiatic immigrants, but at the same time to aim at
securing fair and proper treatment for Asiatics already in the country. H.M. Govern
ment are under an especial obligation to ensure that this principle should be upheld
in Natal."
. That was the attitude adopted by the British Government right up to the time of
the Union. It was all. very well for the British Government to say now, "We
cannot interfere with the internal affairs of South Africa." Everybody agreed. At
the same time, the British Government must understand that the Indian settlers
were introduced into Natal. They did not go on their own initiative but at the
specific request of the British and Indian Governments. Therefore it was a particular
responsibility of the British Government at the time of the Union in South Africa
to see that the rights were not interfered with in any shape or form.
Since 1910 there had been a series of repressive laws legislating against the Indian
community in order to curb not only their economic advancement but also their
political, social and other progress. Now the present legislation introduced in Natal
for the first time the segregation of Indians, a principle which had always been
resolutely resisted. There were certain fears which obsessed the minds of the
Europeans in South Africa. The first was that the Indian community, by their
numbers, would .swamp the country. That fear was taken away in 1896, when immi
gration to Na tal was restricted, <J nd in 1913 it was totally prohibited. 'Therefore the
question of the Indian community swamping the Europeans did not arise.
The second fear was that the Indians, because of their cheap labour, were under
cutting the European artisan class. Even that fear was removed in 1926, when to
their own detriment India D.~ agreed to the principle of equal pay for equal work.
Now every ind;Jstry in which Indians were empioyed had a registered trade union
under the industrial laws of the country. Therefore the question of undercutting
did ' not arise.
The third fear that obsessed the Europeans was that the Indian community were
not in a position to assimilate themselves into the life of the Europeans. Even that
fear had been removed, because in 1926 Indians were obliged to conform to Western
standards of liying. So far as the Indian community today was concerned there was
absolutely no difference in their living and that of the Europeans, taken class for
class. A European earning £50 a month and an Indian earning the same amount
were living on the same standard of life. Therefore the question of assimilation did
not arise.
Those three fears accordingly had no justification at the present time, and there
fore Field-Marshal Smuts had no right to introduce legislation just to maintain his
position as Premier of South Afrita. After all, he claimed to be a world leader. He
was one of the great architects of the League of Nations, and now of the United
Nations Organization. One "vould expect him to see that the principles he had
expounded outside "vere observed. ~vord for word, in South Africa. It seemed, how
ever, that to maintain his position as Premier. the sacrifice of the Indian community,
numbering 250,000, did not matter. so long as the rights of the Europeans' were
safeguarded and entrenched.
Mr. Choudree and he had come to the meeting to enlist the support and sym
pathy of those present. They knew it was not proper, under the Statute of West-
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splOcial rlOsl'0ll sludity to SlOe that the rights of the InJians in Natal were protecteJ.
They JiJ not want. to live with Europeans, but they wanteJ to be treated as good
amI decent South Atric:1ns. Their forefathers had played a noble part in the develop
ment of the country. The railways were built by the sweat of their labour, and the
forests were cut down. They' had spent their lives in developing Natal into a garden
Colony. The descendants ot t~ose peorle who made Natal what it was today were
depnved of. the fundan:ental ngh.ts whIch every human being, whatever his colour,
ought to ellJoy. Now, III 1946, aiter one of the worst conflagrations the world had
seen, whereafter eternal peace was to reign on the earth, those Indians had lost the
last vestige of rights. He appealed to those present for support and sympathy, and
knew that that appeal would not be in vain.
The CHAIRMAN said it had been a great privilege to be present and to hear Mr.
Choudree state the case for the Indians in South Africa with such fairness and
lucidity. His own connection with the problem went back many years. As a member
of the Committee of the Indian Citizenship Association in India he was active in it
in the days when Mr. Gokhale returned, after his mission to South Africa, and
against the very strongly expressed views of his colleagues in India agreed to the
cessation of immigration, in the hope that that would remove the greatest stumbling
block to complete settlement in South Africa.
The late Mr. Sastri, one of the greatest patriots in India, by his personal force and
his high character did a great work in South Africa, which went a little way towards
effecting a settlement. All hopes had been disappointed, however, and the position
had been reached which Mr. Choudree had unfolded today. He had hoped Mr.
Choudree would have been able to solve his own problem and that of others by show
ing the way out. Mr. Choudree, however, had said with great frankness that at the
moment he could see no straight way. That was the problem for all present. How
eyer strong their sympathies, however full their knowledge, they could not be
insensible of the sweeping terms of the Statute of Westminster and of the fact that
85 per cent. of the Indians in South Africa were born in that country.
Mr. Hofmeyr was wholly right in saying that what was needed was a change of
mentality, but he (the Chairman) thought that a little more was required-namely, a
quickening of the evolution of the economic, social and educational standards of the
Indian community in South Africa. That would lead the way to a solution. The
only cheering news he could find in the paper read that afternoon was of the pro
gress, perhaps a little limited but still progress, in the spread of education in Natal.
On that and other forces their hopes must be pinned. He assured Mr. Choudree that
those present would use such influence as they possessed to help him and their fellow
subjects in South Africa to secure a status in that country comparable with their
services and their sacrifices for the Commonwealth and Empire.
Mr. CHOUDREE, replying to the discussion, said he did not want to give the im
pression that when he and his friends spoke of fundamental human rights and their
case being raised at the D.N.O., they expected to be given what they wanted over
night. It was a long-range plan to which all must subscribe. About the year 1917 a
Smuts-Gandhi agreement was evolved which established one landmark in the posi
tion of Indians in South Africa. The Cape Town Agreement in 1926 established
:lllother lanJmark. Today the time was overdue when some great leader of British
thought should unofficially intervene and see if by some means another agreement
coukl be reached which would at least stabilize the position of Indians in South
Africa and maintain for them that which they enjoyed in that country. For the
process at present was one of deterioration. Some stability must be reached, because
one could not go on living daily with one's fellow-citizens in a state of bitterness.
The question was ,so important that he did not wish his audience to go away and
wait, ·like Micawber, for something to turn up to solve it. They must apply their
minds to it, and if they sent letters to their friends in South Africa and strengthened
liberal opinion there it would be going a long way. The Rev. Mr. Bonarjee had
referred to the substantial progress made. But any progress made by the Indians in
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South Africa was just part of the general progress of the country. It was unavoidable. 2. ,
It was something in which the British settlers and others shared. If the lot of the 1
Indian in South Africa was better than the lot of the Indian in India, then equally
the lot of the English, the Dutch and the Germans was better than it would have
been in their respective countries. It \',fas the cumulative development of South
Africa in which they shared. Indians in South, Africa might have some measure of
progress, but the mass of them were on a low level economically, and if people were
kept on a low .economic l~vel one could not expect them to aspire to higher standards.
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Sir ALFRED WATSON, proposing a vote of thanks to the lecturer and the Chairman,
said that perhaps there had been more warmth in the meeting than usual. He
thought, however, that the case of the Indians in South Africa had been expressed
with very great restraint. The situation in South Africa was charged with feeling.
The British people might deplore that it was not within their capacity to aid the
Indians in South Africa except by their sympathy, but it was no longer a British
question. Mr. Choudree had said that South Africa must not be allowed to do this
or to do that. But what, except public opinion, was to prevent her doing it? What
form of pressure could be brought to bear?
One difficulty was that the Indians in South Africa were constantly appealing to
the Indian Government and to Indian people .to wield the big stick, to impose
restrictions upon South Africans and to place extra tariffs upon South African
produce. What must be the retort of the South African Government? It must be,
" If your loyalty is to India and the Indian Government, if you turn to India when
ever there is controversy in this country, then you cannot be good citizens of South
Africa."
He had touched on one or two controversial points, but could say, on behalf of
the audience, how grateful they were for the contributions of the lecturer and for the
presence of Sir Stanley Reed.

BROADCASTING iN INDIA: BASED ON PERSONAL
EXPERIENCES THERE

By

i

W1NIFRED HOLMES

Late B.B.C. (Talks) Producer
I RECALL a brilliant day in Bombay last November-the monsoon over, the sky blue
and cloudless, the sun blazing down on hot pavements and busy streets, on white
clad crowds pouring out from the suburban stations; the sea calm and smooth, with
the distant sails of the country craft moving along the horizon like a slow im
memorial frieze. That day, wherever I went, I heard an Indian voice speaking in
English-an unmistakably Indian voice in quality and texture for all its so-called
" Oxford accent," a manly and yirile and -::xcitable voice.
The stream of talk poured out from B;:ts and houses and offices, from shops in
the Hornby Road and booths in the bazaar. You couldn't get away from the voice
wherever you went. But apparently nobody wanted to get away from it. Round
every available radio groups clustered to listen-mixed groups of Hindus, Muslims,
merchants, derks, school children, students, even coolies, who stood or crouched on
the ground, listening, applauding, making gestures of despair.
\Vhat was the voice talking about to rouse $uch universal interest and emotion?
Politics? Nationalism? No-cr.icket! India was playing Australia, and All-India
Radio, Bombay, had swept aside all other programmes for five days and put on a
running commentary, to which the whole town was listening. Yes, cricket means
all that to India today; even we in England have never broadcast an entire match
from first to bst ball!
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